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Provides experience. On the other hand, Thailand has attracted many saintly men and women The surprises came. Blue Hill Mountains, Beach, Virginia ranked No. 3 (though, in terms of smaller Southern cities, Greenville and Asheville are our picks — and winners of our 2017 Readers' Choice Awards). and Washington, D. C (which ranked high in ability to live) and busy metropolises like the Stamford,
Connecticut area also ranked higher on the Gallup-Sharecare well-being index. In reporting, Net Jio found a strong correlation between water and happiness quality. This summer, we report on why being near water makes us happy — and learned that water quality, as well as water pollution, can affect happiness; So it could go closer to it. This could be, in part, why areas like Barnstable, Massachusetts
along the wild Cape Cod National Coastline; Different places in Florida; Portland, Maine; Austin, Texas (with its natural swimming pool); And Honolulu ranked high on the Gallup-Sharecare well-being index. In Hawaii, it was the big island that the joy index cut for us. (For that Stamford-Norwalk ranking, locals will make a case for Compo Beach in nearby Westport.) Packing for a permanent trip to these
places is not the only way to reap benefits, either. George Stone, editor-in-chief of National Geographic Traveller magazine, said: Happy places for locals are hospitive places for visitors. But remember, what makes the journey joyful — the psychology of awe or the physiology of adventure, for example — are just as important as happy places. It's possible to find more moments of happiness no matter
where you go. Try.
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